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PREFACE 
It gives me great satisfaction to write the preface 
to a report on capital formation in New Zealand agriculture 
on the eve of my departure from the Directorship of the 
Research Unit. 
One of the main objects of the Research Unit's 
research policy over the last eight years has been to examine 
thoroughly the role of capital formation throughout the New 
Zealand economy, and to relate this work to national 
policy recommendations. This research report, prepared 
by Dr R. W. M. Johnson, Principal Research Economist, 
presents completely new estimates of capital formation 
for a large part of the agricultural sector for the period 
since the war, and completes the programme of publications 
on capital formation published in Research Report No. 52 
(Sectoral Capital Formation in New Zealand 1958-65, by 
T. W. Francis) and Technical Paper No. 6 (Capital Formation 
in New Zealand Manufacturing Industries, by T. W. Francis). 
All those concerned with agricultural economics 
research and policy in New Zealand and abroad should find 
this Report highly useful.· 
Lincoln College, 
November, 1970 
B. P. Philpott 
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CAPITAL FORMATION IN NEW ZEALAND 
AGRICULTURE 1946 - 67 
INTRODUCTION 
In this Report, estimates of gross capital formation, net 
capital formation, and stocks of capital for the agricultural sector 
of the economy for the period 1946 -67 are presented. The method-
ology employed is to construct a gross capital formation time series 
as a first step, using and interpreting available statistics on capital 
expenditure. and then to convert this series to a net capital formation 
series by appropriate assumptions on depreciation. Thirdly, base 
year stocks of capital are estimated on a replacement cost basis, 
and used with the net capital formation series to give an estimate of 
the stock of capital employed in agriculture each year since 1946. 
The definition of capital formation, the treatment of 
depreciation, and the method of deflation employed are discussed 
first. The following pages then show how the series on gross capital 
formation, net capital formation and the total stock of capital were 
estimated, together with the relevant data series as appropriate. 
The concluding section on stocks includes a brief discussion of 
implied and assumed depreciation rates for those interested. 
The agricultural sector is taken to include all farms in 
New Zealand which contribute to national product, and excludes 
organisations providing services to agriculture such as contractors, 
aerial top-dressing firms and local authorities (including public 
irrigation schemes). 
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Di<TINITIONS 
For the purposes of productivity and production function 
analysis, the ideal tneasure of capital is the flow of capital services 
tneasured in standard efficiency units in a given titne period, This 
definition assutnes that the service rendered by the total stock of 
capital available can be tneasured, that the degree of under-utilisation 
of the stock is known and can be allowed for, and that quality changes 
can be adequately tneasured. 
In practice, capital fortnation estitnates are usually based 
on reported expenditures in :current prices on replacetnent or new 
capital assets, and stocks are estitnated frotn some base year valuation 
of existing assets. Such estitnates of capital stocks are dependent upon 
the accuracy of the base year valuation and the tneasure of depreciation 
etnployed, In this report, base year valuations of all assets are 
derived frotn physical inventories taken frotn titne to titne in the agri-
cultural sector, In sotne cases such inventories are quite cotnpre-
hensive, as with fartn tnachinery; in others a high standard of detail 
is lacking, as with the land asset. In all cases, valuations must be 
chosen which represent current replacetnent costs for such as sets. 
Gross capital fortnation is estitnated frotn reported expendi-
ture on fartning assets, such as tractors and tnachinery itnported or 
produced locally; and frotn records of physical itnprovetnents known 
to have taken place, such as pasture itnprovetnent and land develop-
tnent. These series are estitnated in current prices. Net capital 
fortnation is estitnated by taking account of technical wastage factors 
in the agricultural industry and conventional depreciation rat es are 
not resorted to. In the case of tractors, both current expenditure 
and end -of -year stocks are known, hence wastage can be calculated 
by difference tnethods. For land itnprovetnents, needed replacetnent 
rates are derived frotn the latest fartn tnanagetnent infortnation. 
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Such assumptions for replacement imply constant replacement rates 
which may not in fact be the case, as the dcta for tractors presented 
later demonstrates. The availability of data from the two censuses 
of agriculture in 1950 and 1960 enabled an implicit (constant) rate of 
replacement to be estimated for farm machinery, but in the case of 
farm trucks additional information was completely lacking and a 
constant annual rate of 10 per cent replacement was chosen without 
substantial evidence of any other rate being appropriate. 
Thus the final estimate of capital sto.ck employed in the 
agricultural sector is derived from these technical assumptions on 
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replacement and new outlays, and not from conventional depreciation 
rates, except in the case of farm trucks. 
The actual calculation of the capital stock series is 
carried out in constant prices for convenience. The stock can be 
re-valued at current prices if it is requiredo 
If K
t 
is the stock at the beginning of year t, D
t 
the deprec-
iation of that stock during year t, and G\ the gros s investment in 
capital goods during year t, all at constant prices, then the capital 
stock at beginning of year t + 1 will be: 
K t +l = K - D + GI t t t 
Net investment in a given year is of course given by: 
= GI - D 
t t 
For a capital stock valued at current prices the end-of-year 
stock will be: 
P K= P K - P D + P GI 
t t+l t t t t t t 
where P
t 
= the price index of capital replacement goods in year t. 
The stock at the beginning of the following year must be 
valued in prices of period t + 1, hence 
P 
Hl 
P K =PK P 
Hl HI t HI t 
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In the following estimates the capital stock is calculated 
for a selected base year between 1946 and 1967; the choice of base 
year for each series being discussed later. The phys ical inventory 
of stock for the selected base year is valued at base year prices to 
arrive at the base year value of stock. Yearly values of the stock 
in constant prices are then extrapolated forwards or backwards as 
.'. 
'.' 
rlequired with the net investment series at constant prices. 
The final result of these calculations is thus an estimate 
of the replacement cost of capita1.assets employed in agriculture, 
both at constant prices and current yearly pr ices. 
The analyst using such a series must be aware that this 
is a replacement cost concept of capital assumed to be available 
at the beginning of a given production per iod. Francis distinguishes 
between 'wealth' formation, which reflects the actual dating of 
expenditure on new assets, and 'capacity' formation, which is the 
total value of assets corning on stream. This distinction is 
difficult to make in the case of agricultural investment. It is also 
difficult to distinguish cases in agriculture where capital is under-
utilised, but this would be difficult to measure in any meaningful 
way also. 
* T. W. Francis (Ag. Ec. Res. Unit Tech. Paper No.6) uses capital 
formation series derived from factory capital expenditure returns 
and book values of assets in 1910 as a base. The effect of conserv-
ative book values diminishes as the series moves away from 1910. 
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In the following estiITlates, the point of ITleasureITlent of 
capital expenditure varies between farITl gate, ex factory door, 
and ex port (c. i.I.). Allowances are ITlade in the latter two cases 
for delays in such goods reaching farITlers, so that in this sense 
SOITle allowance is ITlade in the estiITlates for certain differences 
between wealth formation and capacity formation. Allowance is 
also ITlade in the estimates for transport and distributor's ITlargins. 
The final assuITlption ITlade in the method of calculation 
outlined relates to quality changes. It is assuITled that changes in 
prices of capital goods relate, in part, to the quality or technical 
perforITlance of the new asset. New capital assets usually incorporate 
modern technology, and hence perforITl better than the assets they 
replace. In ITlany cases, it seeITlS likely that dollar values of new 
assets will not fully reflect these quality changes, and in fact farITlers 
are getting better assets for the saITle ITloney. To this extent, a 
replaceITlent-cost capital stock under-estiITlates the true growth of 
capital as ITleasured in efficiency units. 
In the case of land and buildings, a ITlarket value estim.ate 
of capital stock can be derived for the agricultural sector. This 
estim.ate is derived from actual freehold land sales and hence includes 
the value of unimproved land as well as im.provem.ents. As far as 
quality changes in the land asset are concerned, m.arket values will 
presum.ably incorporate such factors as and when they occur. But 
since the land buyer is valuing the future stream. of incom.e expected 
from. the land asset, the resulting estim.ate of capital em.ployed in 
agr iculture is conceptually different from. that obtained by the cost 
of replacem.ent m.ethod. The replacem.ent cost m.ethod is probably 
a better estimate of the current stock of iITlprovements capital in 
existence, while a market value of capital discounts to som.e extent 
the future replacem.ent cost of the current stock. In addition, the 
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rnarket value calculated in this report, includes unimproved "value" 
as well. 
The resulting market value estimate of the stock of 
capital in land and buildings in New Zealand agriculture is given m 
Table XVIII. 
In the case of plant and machinery, market value is not 
easy to distinguish from replacement cost. If purchasers of 
equipment satisfactorily evaluate second-hand equipment against 
new equipment, in a freely functioning market, then market values 
and replacement costs should coincide. Where restrictive controls 
are practised, as in the case of cars in New Zealand, then., market 
value tends to be higher than replacement cost. 
Capital expenditure by farmers is defined as all expenditure 
on items which relate to assets not used up in current production. 
Capital thus refers to the stock of goods which provide services 
throughout the production process, and which can be maintained by 
normal maintenance expenditure. Thus besides including pastures 
sown down for the first time, the estimates of capital formation 
include all re -sowing of pastures on the as sumption that sown 
pasture deteriorates in time and complete replacement is necessary. 
METHODOLOGY 
Series on gross capital formation are estimated for farm 
improvements, buildings and plant and machinery. The farm 
improvement series is based on the cost of pasture development on 
virgin land, pasture replacement, lucerne resowing and new 
sowing, plantations replanted and new plantings, orchards replanted 
and new plantings, irrigation works on farms, landing strips and 
access roads, farm water supplies, farm drainage, and fencing. 
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These are all -new estimates and have not been published before. 
The farm buildings series is based on rLral building permit 
statistics and has been specially adjusted to cover only on-farm 
building activity. Non-farm services provided by houses are 
not estimated separately. The plant and machinery and livesto-ek 
investment series are taken from the earlier Unit work by Hussey 
* and Philpott, and have been slightly modified to conform to the 
general framework employed throughout this report. 
The capital stock of all farm improvements is based on 
the inventory of all pasture etc., given in the 1966/67 Farm 
*>.'< 
Production Statistics. Each item was then valued at 1966/67 
prices with the same unit costs as used for the gross capital 
formation series. The inventory of plant and machinery is based 
on the 1950 Census of Agriculture as used by Hussey and Philpott, 
and described by them. 
Throughout the preparation of these estimates, the 
definitions of capital goods have been kept as consistent as possible. 
The series presented in the tables are therefore internally consistent 
as well, though they may not necessarily coincide with estimates or 
records of capital expenditure by farmers found elsewhere. One 
particular example of a deficiency in these estimates is where 
data was completely lacking on a particular type of expenditure 
known to have taken place. 
* 
** 
Agr. Econ. Res. Unit Res. Report No. 59, "Productivity and 
Income of New Zealand Agriculture 1921 -67", 1969. 
Land is not evaluated separately from improvements. 
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For £arrn iITlproveITlents, there is a possible short-fall 
on fence posts and on fencing wire. Many fence posts are ITlanu-
factured on farITls, and since the estiITlates presented here depend 
on factory statistics of posts produced (concrete or wood), the total 
fencing estiITlate is probably too low. Further, as locally produced 
wire has replaced iITlports of wire, the data on \vire used is suspect 
as no separate data is available on the output of galvanised wire froITl 
the one factory in New Zealand which produces it. There is also 
no inforITlation on shelter belts on New Zealand farITls. 
For plant and ITlachinery there are a considerable nUITlber 
of iteITls which cannot be separately evaluated. These include 
refrigeration equipITlent (coITlpulsory on all town supply dairy 
farITls), stainle~s steel equipITlent (over 80 per cent of all ITlilk 
is collected by tanker froITl on-farITl storage vats), washing 
ITlachines, trailers, welding equipITlent, concrete ITlixers, pUITlping 
equipITlent, lawn ITlowers, hand tools, stationary engines, fence 
units, power saws and electric ITlotors (unattached). Work is 
proceeding on the first two iteITls listed, but a cOITlplete 
enuITleration of all plant and equipITlent cannot be obtained, 
either for the base year inventory in 1949/50 or for each year IS 
new expenditure. 
FarITl tractors are particularly well docuITlented, but 
other iteITls of farITl ITlachinery have only been counted at spasITlodic 
intervals and hence could be either over -estiITlated or under-
estiITlated depending on the real rate of wastage or disposal of 
such ITlachines out of the agricultural industry. FarITl trucks 
are a probleITl. This iteITl has been collected irregularly and 
is very loosely defined as far as utilities, station waggons and 
Land Rovers are concerned. Together with cars, it is difficult 
to judge what proportion of the services rendered are contributing 
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to national farm production. 
Finally it should be stressed :hat the tables in this 
report are based on estimates of capital expenditure on farms, and 
will not necessarily agree with estimates by other methods or with 
survey figures. This applies particularly to the individual 
components of the improvements series where cons iderable 
simplification of the data was necessary. For example, no 
reader should take the estimates of capital expenditure on orchards 
and landing strips as being more than approximate orders of 
magnitude for these items. In all such calculations, the grand 
totals are safer to use than the individual parts. 
On the other hand, the series themselves are all 
internally cons istent and can be used for all kinds of analyses 
involving changes in capital investment through time. The Unit 
is currently working on productivity and propens ity to invest 
analyses of the data and results will be published in due course. 
The only source of comparison for the gross capital 
formation series in this report is the Department of Statistics 
survey of Capital Expenditure by Farmers. The following information 
shows how the two estimates compare for the two years for which 
common estimates are available. 
There is clearly some discrepancy in the definition 
of farm improvements in the two approaches, possibly explained 
by the wider scope of the definition of improvements expenditure 
in the Statistics Department IS questionnaire. Many farmers could 
hC!-ve set down elements of current expenditure in answering the 
questions. The Agricultural Economics Research Unit estimates 
also omit certain types of expenditure as already discussed. 
* 
-'-
'0-
The Statistics Department survey only covered about 94 per cent 
of all farms and upward adjustment is required if national 
aggregates are desired. 
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Farm Improvements 
A.E.R.U. Capital Expenditure Survey 
1965/66 $40.6 m. $55.2 m. 
1966/67 40.7 46.6 
Buildings 
1965/66 $35.3 $42.9 
1966/67 40.1 42.9 
Plant & Machinery 
1965/66 $35.8 $38.6 
1966/67 34.8 34.4 
Total Capital Expenditure 
1965/66 
1966/67 
$111. 7 
115.5 
GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION 
$136.7 
123.9 
The separate series that contribute to total gross 
capital formation in agriculture are discussed in the following 
order. 
1. Development of virgin land. 
2. Pasture replacement. 
3. Lucerne sowing and re-sowing. 
4. Tree plantations planted and re -planted. 
5. Orchards planted and re -planted. 
6. Irrigation works installed. 
7. Aerial landing strips and new access roads constructed. 
8. Water supply equipment installed. 
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9. Farm drains const ructed. 
10. Fencing constructed and re -conlltructed. 
11. Farm buildings constructed and added to. 
12. Farm tractors purchased. 
13. Farm trucks purchased. 
14. Farm plant and machinery purchased. 
1. Development of Virgin Land 
This series, shown in Table I, is based on the annual 
returns made by farmers in Farm Production Statistics, valued 
at 1966/67 costs of development. 
Farmers are asked to return the area of grass, clovers 
or lucerne sown down on land not previously ploughed or disced 
in the previous January 31 st year. Capital formation is then 
taken to be the full cost of bringing such land from a rough 
state to a fully developed pasture including a complement of 
fencing and water supply services. 
The following budget shows the items of expenditure which 
it is assumed the average acre developed in this way would require. 
The estimates shown were arrived at after consulting Lincoln College 
farm managem.ent notes, the Lands and Survey Department's budgeting 
* manual, and the Maraetai Report. 
* J. T. Ward and E. D. Parkes "An Economic Analysis of Large 
Scale Land Development for Agriculture and Forestry", 
Research Report No. 27, 1966. 
Scrub cutting 
Cultivation 
Fertiliser 
Fertiliser sowing 
Lim.e 
Seeds 
Fencing 
Fencing erection 
Water supply 
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$ 5.00 per acre 
13.00 
13.00 
1. 50 
3.50 
9.00 
7.50 
5.00 
4.00 
$61.50 
Scrub cutting would cost m.ore on North Island hill country 
but is hardly neces sary on most parts of the South Island - the figure 
shown refers to the average acre developed in a given year. 
Similarly, the cultivation phase is eliminated by aerial sowing of 
seed and fertiliser, but spreading costs are then higher. In the 
South Island lime probably costs $10 per acre, but in the North 
Island very little is used. The costs of other m.aterials used would 
be very similar in all cases. 
The expenditure on scrub-cutting and cultivation is assumed 
to take place in the March year previous to the January year in Farm. 
Production Statistics and the remainder of the expenditure in the 
March year following the January year. 
This calculation then gives a time series of gross capital 
expenditure on develop:ment in term.s of 1966/67 costs. To arrive 
at current expenditure, this series :must be def1ated by an index 
of prices of goods used in development. From the above budget 
the following weights were derived to combine six individual 
price series to an appropriate index. 
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Fertiliser $13.00 21. 0 per cent 
Lime 3.50 6.0 
Seeds 9.00 15.0 
Fences 11.50 19.0 
Plant 14.50 23.0 
Wages 10.00 16.0 
$61. 50 1 00.0 
Details of these individual indices are given in Table XIV 
of Research Report No. 59 in this series of publications. The 
resulting weighted index is shown in Table I of this report. The 
remaining columns in Table I can then be derived by deflating 
1966/67 costs of development shown in column (2). 
2. Pasture Replacement 
Already developed pastures are assumed to be more or less 
fully maintained by regular maintenance dres sings of fertiliser, and 
only when deterioration takes place are they fully renewed. This 
act of replacement is taken as gross capital formation. It can be 
appreciated that farmer statistical returns could include pastures 
sown in the course of arable rotations and also pastures sown on 
all previously ploughed land which may have reached a very low 
level of fertility, such as in worn-out browntop pastures. 
The capital series, shown in Table II, is based on all 
new grassland {net of new lucerne} in Farm Production Statistics 
sown on land which had been in pasture or under cultivation 
previously. Thus in 1965/66, 636,781 acres are given as the 
total of grasses, clovers and lucerne sown on pasture or previously 
cultivated land, and as Table III shows 53,130 acres of this was 
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lucerne, thus leaving 583,651 acres as shown for 1965/66 in 
Table II. It is assumed in these first three series that all 
lucerne is actually sown on previously cultivated land. 
The following budget from Lincoln College farm management 
manual for 1969 (p. 152), shows the cost of pasture replacement 
for the average acre for 1966/67. 
Cultivation 7.5 hours @ $0. 30 
Seed 1 bush. ped. rye@ 2.20 
3 lbs perl. w. c.@'i..",0~_45 
Lime 1 ton 
Super 2 cwt 
Cartage 
2.25 
2.20 
1. 35 
6.00 
2.36 
0.16 
$14.32 
All these items are assumed to involve expenditure in 
the March year following the January year reported in the 
statistics. 
The cost of pasture replacement in 1966/67 prices is 
then converted to current prices with a specially prepared 
index of the price of mater ials with the following weights: 
Fertiliser 17.0 
Lime 41. 0 
S~e.d.s 27.0 
Plant 15.0 
100.0 
The resulting index and the gros s capital formation 
series which ha ve been derived are shown in Table II. 
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3. Luc erne Sowing and r e - sowing 
Lucerne establishment is a simlar item to those already 
discussed but is likely to be more expensive. Capital formation 
includes the establishment of new stands and the complete 
replacement of old stands. 
The source of information is the area of lucerne cut for 
hay or silage in Farm Production Statistics. Since the farm 
occupier!s:: schedule includes a check question on the total area 
in lucerne or lucerne mixtures on the farm, it is fairly safe 
to assume that the area cut each year represents the stock of 
lucerne at any point of time, and multiple cutting of the same 
area is not reported. 
The total area of lucerne sown in a.March year is taken 
as the change in area cut for hay and silage in the previous 
January year, plus one sixth of the total area sown seven years 
earlier. The supposition here is that the stock at anyone 
time includes considerable areas re -sown in lucerne, and this 
can be estimated on the basis of an average life of six years 
in the ground for all lucerne stands throughout the country. 
Details of the calculation for recent years are as 
follows: 
Area Change Replacement Total Area 
Cut in Area Sown 
(acres) (acres) 
1963/64 159274 363 + 22892 (~ th 137908) 22529 
1964/65 151782 7492 :.+ 24089 (1... th 6 145115) 16597 
1965/66 182245 30463 22667 1 136548) 53130 + + (- th 6 
1966/67 179044 3201 1 139258) 19916 + 23117 (- th 6 
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The following budget, from Lincoln College farm management 
manual for 1969 (p. 153), shows the cost of lucerne sowing or replace-
ment in 1966/67 prices. 
Cultivation 6 hours at $0.30 
Seed 12 lbs at 0.75 
Lime 1 ton at 6. 00 
Fertiliser 2 cwt reverted 1.12 
Cartage 
$ 1.80 
9.00 
6.00 
2.24 
0.16 
$19.20 
All items are assumed to involve expenditure in the March 
year following the January year reported in the statistics. 
The indt:x of prices of materials used is derived with 
the following weighted indices. 
Plant 9.4 
Seed 46.9 
Lime 31. 3 
Fertiliser 11. 7 
Labour 0.7 
100.0 
The price index, and the capital formation series in 
current prices and 1949/50 prices are shown in Table III. 
4. Tree Plantations 
A considerable area of planted trees, over 1 million 
acres in 1962, is reported in farming statistics and represents 
a large capital investment by farmers. Shelter belts les s 
than 3 rows wide are excluded from the farm_ schedule and cannot 
be estimated independently for the national farm. 
lucerne. 
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The procedure followed is similar to that adopted for 
The total area of new tree plantin§ on farms is derived 
from the change in total area planted plus one -thirtieth of the area 
planted thirty years earlier. It is further assumed that the stock 
was some 225, 000 acres in 1915 and had grown linearly to 720,000 
acres in 1936 (72~,0000 .. = 24000). 
January 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
Details of the calculation for recent years are as follows. 
Total 
Area 
>:< 
Planted 
(acres) 
1041476 
1034926; 
1056274 
1061606 
11 02142 
Change 
in 
Area 
+ 17123 
..:,~ 6550 
+ 21348 
+ 5332 
+ 40536 
pue for 
Replacement 
+ 20856 
+ 21642 
+ 22428 
+ 23214 
+ 24000 
New 
Area 
Planted 
(acres) 
37979 
,15092 
43776 
28546 
64536 
Since farmers fill in the schedule as at January 31 st, 
it was assumed that the new area planted was carried out in the 
following March year. 
In some years the Statistics Departrnent has asked farmers 
the number of acres actually planted in the previous January year. 
In the year ending January 31 st, 1960, the return was 37,337 
acres, compared with 39,915 acres for 1959/60 (March years) 
estimated by the Unit's method. In the year ending January 31 st, 
1968, the return was 52,252 acres, compared with 64,536 acres for 
>0'< 
Between 1954/55 and 1956/57 there appears to be a change in 
definition of a plantation in the occupiers' schedule - pas sibl y 
related to the exclus ion of shelter belts. It is as sumed that 
a slight decline in stock took place in this period. 
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1966/67 if estimated by the Unit's method. While not perfectly 
accurate in obtaining the actual gross investment in a given year, 
the method clearly gives estimates of the right order of magnitude. 
The cost of planting in 1966/67 is taken as $40 per acre. 
and excludes fencing expenditure which is included elsewhere. This 
cost figure was obtained from a nurseryman in Ashburton, and assumes 
8 foot spacing and a labour cost of $6 per 100 trees planted. 
The price index for such work is based on the index of wage 
rates in Report No. 59. This is shown in Table IV, together with 
the derived capital formation series. 
5. Orchards and small fruit 
This item includes new plantings of orchards and re -planting 
of old orchards. The source of information is Farm Production 
Statistics plus supplementary data on small fruit areas and costs 
of establishment. 
The total area planted in anyone year is calculated from 
the change in total area planted from the previous year plus an 
allowance for replacement of old stock. A thirty year "life" is 
assumed; the total stock being replaced is estimated to have been 
17,100 acres from 1915 to 1932. It should be appreciated that this 
allowance isa very approximate one, for insufficient information 
is available on actual plantings in earlier decades. 
From 1945/46 to 1951/52 Farm Production Statistics give 
the total area or "stock" of bearing and non-bearing commercial 
orchard on properties greater than 1 acre. For 1956/57 and from 
1960/61 to 1966/67 the area of commercial orchard is given for 
properties greater than 10 acres. From the 1956/57 returns it 
is clear that 12 per cent of the area was found on holdings between 
1 and 10 acres. Thus the total area of stone and pip fruit orchard 
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was estimated by raising the latter figures tJ the level of the earlier 
ones by a factor of 1.12. Missing years ar~ evenly interpolated. 
The area of berry fruit is given as 2662 acres in the 1949/50 
Farm Production Statistics which is 17 per 'cent of the total area of 
* all pip and berry fruit in that year. Frew (1967) gives the total 
area as 20,540 acres in 1965/66 of which berry fruit etc., is 3,091 
acres or 15 per cent of the total. Accordingly, the areas calculated 
in the previous paragraph for all pip and stone fruit were rated up by 
a factor of 1.15 to obtain the total area or stock of orchards and 
berry fruit for each year. 
Pip and stone fruit include the area in apples, pears, 
apricots, cherries, nectarines, peaches, plums, grapefruit, lemons, 
mandarins and oranges. Berry fruit includes the area in Chinese 
gooseberries, tree tomatoes, passion fruit, raspberries, strawberries, 
black currants, boysenberries, gooseberries and grapes. 
The calculation of the new area planted is arrived at 
as follows: 
Area of Area of Orchards Change ReQlacement Total 
Orchards Orchards & Berry in Area 
210 acres )1 acre Fruit Total Planted 
(acres) (acres) 
1964 17132 19180 22060 + 510 570 1080 
1965 16569 18560 21340 720 570' 285 
1966 18274 20460 23530 + 2190 570 2760 
1967 18829 21080 24240 + 710 570 1280 
* S. Frew, "The Horticultural Industry in New Zealand" Department of 
Agriculture, Christchurch, 31 January 1967. 
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It is assumed the preparation work and planting was under-
taken in the winter preceding the January return. hence the capital 
expenditure took place in the March year following the January year 
recorded. When the change in area planted is negative, some 
disinvestment in orchard capital took place. In such years, gross 
investment is assumed to fall to a level of 285 acres, which can be 
regarded as the autonomous level of gross investment likely to take 
place anyway. 
Table V shows the area estimated to be planted each year, 
where the 1966/67 cost of planting is assumed to be $200 per acre 
(sm.all fruits less than~this',) orchards a great deal more). Planting 
is assumed to be mechanical work. and hence the price index of 
machinery is used <,s a deflator. The resulting gross capital formation 
series in Table V are then calculated with this index. 
6. On-farm Irrigation Works 
In keeping with the definition of the agricultural sector 
as being confined within the farm gate, only on-farm irrigation 
capital works are included in this section. 
The annual area of land irrigated is taken from Farm 
Production Statistics. The change in the area irrigated each 
year is taken to represent the new area prepared for irrigation 
in the previous 12 months. Since the area irrigated fluctuates 
with seasonal conditions, the data was smoothed before differences 
were taken. In addition to this new land prepared each year, 
it is as sumed that one -fortieth of the existing area was renewed 
in that year. 
Some recent data on this is'as follows. 
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Area SITloothed 
Irrigated Data Difference Renewal Total 
(acres) (acres) 
1961/62 208350 208350 +- 17657 +- -52;10, ',2.2867 
1962/63 187898 215270 + 6920 + 4700 11620 
1963/64 199976 222190 + 6920 + 5000 11920 
!l 
1964/65 229125 22911 0 + 692(J +-~5730 12650 
1965/66 208589 22911 0 + 5200 5200 
Table VI shows the area brought under irrigation for the 
first tiITle in each year since 1945; the introduction of the Mayfield-
Hinds scheITle in 1949/50 and the Valetta scheme in 1959/60 being 
particularly marked. 
The 1966/67 cost of works is estimated at $20 per acre 
irrigate.d; ''$15 for border dykes and/or spray equipment and $5 for 
* head works. Fitzgerald (1968) gives recent costs of border dyking 
at Ashburton-Lyndhurst as $12.58 per acre and at Mayfield-Hinds 
as $14.32 per acre. ** Koller and Crump (1968) quote fully automatic 
irrigation costs of $50 -52 per acre, and the cost of Winchmore border 
dyking as $10 -15 per acre. ~!::*~:: Cocks (1964) quotes pumping plant 
costs of $12 -14 per acre. AutomatiC irrigation is not assumed in 
the calculations in this report. 
>!< 
P. D. Fitzgerald. "Irrigation in Canterburyl', Winchmore Irrigation 
Research Station, Misc. Pub. No.1, October 1968. 
~<~:: 
B. G. Koller and D. K. Crump. "Economics of an Automatic Irrigation 
System in North Otago. II N.Z.J. Agric. May 1968. 
~<:;:<~:: 
J. R. Cocks. "Irrigation of Small Seeds. II Farm Management 
Papers, Vol. III, Lincoln College, 1969. 
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The 1966/67 cost of irriga.tion works is brought to current 
costs by the m.achinery price index, as this best reflects the kind 
of m.echanical earth m.oving work involved. The resulting capital 
form.ation series, in current prices and in 1949/50 prices, are set 
out in Table VI. 
7. Aerial Landing Strips and Access Roads 
The 1950s were a period of great expansion of the aerial 
fertiliser top-dressing industry, and considerable on-farm. investm.ent 
was required to accom.m.odatethe new technology. There was a 
further period of expansion in the early 1960s. Buildings required for 
fertiliser storage are assum.ed to be covered by building perm.it 
statistics; thi~ section provides estim.ates of landing fields and 
acces s roads constructed. 
The basis of the estim.ates is the num.ber of landing strips 
on farm.s given for some years in Farm Production Statistics. In 
the same years the acreage top-dres sed by air is also given and this 
provides an estim.ate of acres covered per landing strip for the years 
in which no records are available. It is assum.ed that the acreage 
covered doubled every two years from 1950 to 1956 and thereafter 
levelled off until 1963 when a further spurt in building landing strips 
took place. The num.b,,-er of landing strips built by 1958 was 4904, 
and this had increased to 7784 by 1965. 
In the first phase of the expansion it is assum.ed that 
easy sites were chosen and a strip would cost $1000 to construct 
(1966/67 prices). From. 1959 to 1962, an autonom.ous level of 
100 strips per year is as sum.ed. From 1963, it is as sum.ed more 
difficult hill country was concerned, and that 1966/67 costs would 
be $2000 per strip. In addition, . 1 m.ile of access road would be 
required per strip in this country. This is valued at $500 per m.ile. 
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Table VII shows the estimated numl,er of strips constructed 
in each year, and their cost at 1966/ 67 pric~ s. The price index 
used is based on replacement costs of plant, and this enables the 
estimates of capital formation in current prices and in 1949/50 
prices to be calculated. 
8. Water Supply Eguipment 
This item, plus those following, is calculated on the basis 
of factory materials produced plus distribution and installation 
charges. 
The source of data is Factory Production Statistics: 
Industry 409, Concrete Products. Output of tanks and troughs 
has been separately itemised since 1952, and for years before 
this a fixed proportion of "other products I' based on the 1951/52 
ratio, was assumed to be tanks and troughs. 
From enquiries of local manufacturers it was established 
that 95 per cent of all tanks and troughs produced were used on 
farms. Delivery cost to farms, including margins, was assessed 
at 25 per cent of factory price, and fittings required on site at 
the same mark-up. Labour costs for erection were assessed at 
15 per cent of factory price. The resulting ~evel of farm 
expenditure on water supplies at current prices is shown in the 
first column of Table VIII. 
9. Farm. Drains 
The source of data is Factory Production Statistics: 
Industry 400, Structural Clay Products. Output of field tiles 
and fittings is available since 1951, and ~arlier years were 'extra-
'. polated as a fixed proportion of brick, tile and pottery output. 
Open drains are not included. 
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Enquiries established that 90 per cent of factory output 
probably is bought by fanners for drainage purposes. Distribution 
tnargins were assessed at 15 per cent on factory price, delivery 
costs at 5 per cent of retail price, and installation costs at 250 per 
cent of landed price. This latter tnark-up is based on budgets of 
drainage jobs recently undertaken where tnaterials usually fanned 
about 40 per cent of total job costo 
~:< 
and tile drainage is $37 per acre. 
A typical cost per acre of tnole 
The estitnated cost of fartn 
drainage work in current prices is shown in the second colutnn of 
Table VIII. 
10. Fencing 
This item is tnade up frotn factory production of concrete 
Eosts, wooden posts and netting, gates and barbed wire, plus local 
Eroduction and itnports of fencing wire. The fencing expenditure 
already included in itetn 1, developtnent of virgin land, is deducted. 
The data on concrete posts cotnes frotn Factory Production 
Statistics: Industry 409, Concrete Products. Output of posts 
is recorded since 1952 and earlier years were extrapolated by 
the proportion tnethod. From enquiries it was assessed that 85 
Eer cent of output was used in fanning. 
The data on wooden posts cotnes from Industry 300, 
Sawtnills. Details of wooden fencing posts are only available frotn 
1965 to 1967, and earlier years were estitnated at 30 per cent of 
"other products", based on the 1964/65 figures. All wooden posts 
were assutned totnove into the fartning sector. 
* See N. Z. J. Agr. for Decetnber 1969, p. 71. 
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Data on netting, wire gates and barbed wire is frorn Industry 
434 : Wire Working. Full details are avail ible frorn 1952 and 
earlier years were extrapolated as before. Fifty per cent of 
chain rnesh netting, 100 per cent of woven netting, 100 per cent of:. 
barbed wire, and 80 per cent of wire and iron gates were clas sified 
as farrning rnaterials by consulting the rnanufacturers. 
Fencing wire used is estirnated frorn irnports of barbed 
and fencing wire up to 1963/64, and thereafter frorn imports plus 
an estirnate of local production. Irnports are in calendar years 
c. d. v. and are first adjusted to a calendar c. i. f. plus duty basis, 
and then weighted to convert thern to a March year basis. At 
this stage, factory use of galvanised wire is estirnated and deducted 
frorn total available supplies. The rernainder is as surned to pas s 
into the farrning industry with a 6 rnonth delay. 
For netting, gates and barbed wire locally produced, also 
net fencing wire supplies and posts, a 25 per cent distribution 
rnargin is added to factory price. Transport costs are assessed 
at 5 per cent of retail price, and erection costs (ITlainly labour) 
at 50 per cent of landed cost of rnaterials. At this stage the cost 
of fencing already accounted for in developrnent of virgin land is 
deducted. The resulting estiITlate of all other fencing investrnent 
expenditure at current prices is shown in the third colurnn of 
Table VIII. 
For the purposes of deflation, tanks, troughs, drains and 
fencing are treated together. A new weighted price index of costs 
of rnaterials, shown in the fourth coluITln of Table VIII, was 
constructed frorn the wages, plant, fencing rnaterials and freight 
indices in Table XIV, Research Report No. 59. The weights 
were obtained frorn the respective breakdown of each itern in 
1966/67 as follows. 
Labour costs 
Machinery costs 
Materials (fencing) 
Cartage 
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$ 43l9th. 
1355 
9111 
1642 
$16427 
26.3 per cent 
8.2 
55.5 
10.0 
100.0 
With this price index, total capital expenditure at 1949/50 
prices on water supply, drainage and non-development fencing was 
calculated for Table VIII. 
11. Farm Buildings 
Gross inrestment in buildings includes all structures on 
farms subject to building permits including houses. Houses may 
not contribute wholly to farm production but their cost is a 
charge on farm income and not on any other sector's income. 
The source of data is the value of rural building permits 
published in the New Zealand Year Book. (A permit is required for 
major alterations and additions as well as for new buildings. ) 
Rural is taken to mean any permit issued by a county authority, 
and thus the published statistics ITlay include a number of sITlall 
townships and peri-urban res idential building areas. The large 
urban counties such as Waimairi and WaiteITlata are already 
excluded from the published data. 
The proportion of the so-called rural building activity 
which takes place on farms was established by an examination of 
all permits issued for the last 15 years by Ellesmere County CounciL 
In the mid-fifties, 62 per cent by value was farITl building, in 
the early sixties it was 50 per cent, and for 1968 only it was 
53 per cent. Taking houses alone, the proportion tends to be 
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lower throughout. Great a.ccuracy cannot be obtained in such 
matters, but it is clear that a 50 : 50 divis on of all "rural" 
building activity between farm and non-farrn uses would be 
quite reasonable, 
The permits are classified in March years and presumably 
are costed at reasonably conservative prices. It is therefore 
assumed that actual building is on average delayed three months, 
and that prices escalate by 10 per cent during building. The 
resulting estimate of farm building construction in current 
prices is shown in the first column of Table IX. This series 
is then deflated by the price index of building materials 
(including labour costs) to obtain the cost of building at 
constant prices. 
12. FarIn Tractors 
The value of iInported and locally asseInbled new tractors 
is taken froIn Research Report No. 59, where the Inethod of 
calculation is described. Gros s investInent in tractors is 
measured at the point of distribution and the rate of disposal 
of old tractors is discussed later, 
The value of tractors available for purchase by farmers 
is thus known in terInS of March years from earlier work. To 
obtain an estimate of farIn expenditure on new tractors, a six 
~ 
month delay in purchase was assumed. This averaging system 
also has the dual purpose of evening out large importations of 
tractors in some years which presumably lead to the machinery 
wait ing in dealers I yards for lengthy periods. In consultation 
with the largest importer in Christchurch it was established 
that 5 per cent of available supplies of tractors, are purchased 
by local authorities and farm contractors, and thus could be 
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deducted to obtain farITler purchases. 
The resulting estiITlate of farITl expenditure in current 
prices on tractors is shown in Table X. It should be noted that 
this series is now defined differently froITl that included in 
Research Report No. 59. The price index of replaceITlent costs 
is based on iITlported tractor prices, and the resulting estiITlate 
of expenditure on Tractor replaceITlents at constant prices is 
shown in the last coluITln of Table X. 
13. FarITl Trucks 
The nUITlber or value of farITl trucks cannot be established 
by the above ITlethod as trucks ITlove into all kinds of occupations 
once they leave the distributor's garage. LiITlited inforITlation 
is available on the stock of farITl trucks froITl FarITl Production 
Statistics for 1950, 1960, 1965 and 1967. This data was used 
as a basis for the estiITlate\·of-the stock and the reITlaining years 
i 
were obtained by taking a sliding proportion of all light trucks 
registered in the country for each year. 
The real depreciated value of a truck in 1949/50 was then 
taken as $570, as in Re\:earch Report No. 59. and the value of 
the stock in constant prices estiITlated. It was then necessary 
to ITlake the as sUITlption that 1 ° per cent of stock wa·s due for 
replacehlent each year so that gros s capital forITlation could be 
calculated as the change in stock plus replaceITlent expenditure. 
This calculation gave the right-hand coluITln in Table XI. The 
price index is that derived for ITlachinery repairs and depreciation 
in Research Report No. 59. and the iITlplie~ level of expenditure 
on farITl trucks in current prices in Table XI can then be calculated. 
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14. FarUl Plant and Machinery 
This series was calculated froUl March year available 
supplies as set out in Research Report No. 59. Imports were 
allowed a six month delay before passing into farm use, but locally 
asseUlblerl machinery was assumed to be purchased in the same 
year as produced. After consultation with the importers. it was 
assumed that farm contractors purchased 20 per cent of all 
headers imported and 10 per cent of all ha y balers. Over all 
imports 15 per cent of the total was assumed to be purchased by 
non-farm owners. 
It should be noted that capital investment in imported 
machinery is now defined differently from Research Report No. 59. 
but that for locally produced farm Ulachinery remains the same. 
Two price indices are derived from import statistics and factory 
production statistics respectively to give the final estimates of 
gros s capital formation at constant prices shown in Table XII. 
All the previous estimates are brought together in 
Table XIII to show total gros s capital formation at current prices 
in the farming sector for the period 1945/46 to 1966/67. The data 
for the final two years has already been discussed in the intro-
ductory section in a comparison with the Statistics Department's 
capital expenditure survey. 
NET CAPITAL FORMATION 
Net capital formation is defined as expenditure on capital 
goods which add to the existing stock of capital. Where 
expenditure is replacing the old stock of assets this is regarded 
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as depreciation. Such replaceoment capital may have a different 
level of efficiency from. that it replaces, in comm.on with net or 
new inve s tmenL 
Each of the fourteen gross capital form.ation series was 
exam.ined in turn to judge at what point expenditure could be 
divided between replacem.ent and net investm.ent expenditure. 
The developm.ent of virgin land was classified as new 
investm.ent throughout the period of the analysis, as such expenditure 
is clearly adding to the total m.aterial stock of pasture. The 
re -planting of existing pastures, on the other hand, is treated 
m.ostly as replacem.ent expenditure, as the m.ajority of the area 
re-sown is undertaken in conjunction with crop and winter feed 
rotations. In som.€ cases, however, farmers actually im.pro;ve the 
asset considerably by re-sowing, such as in the case of up-grading 
a browntop pasture toa ryegrass/white clovoer pasture. It is 
assum.ed in the estimates that 20 per cent of total expenditure 
on pasture replacem.ent is of this type and therefore counts as 
new investm.ent. 
The stock of lucerne is taken from. the area cut for hay 
every year. Increases in this area are regarded as net 
investm.ent and decreases as disinvestm.ent. Gro s s inve s tm.ent 
is calculated on a six year "life" basis and m.ay or m.ay not always 
m.aintain the existing stock on hand. 
The areas in tree plantations and orchards are treated 
sim.ilarly to lucerne, a net increase in the stock being regarded 
as net investm.ent. 
Gros s capital form.ation in irrigation works was calculated 
from. the new area irrigated each year ~ one -fortieth of the 
total area replaced each year. Net capital form.ation is based on 
the new area irrigated each year. 
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Expenditure on air strips and ac-:ess roads was taken 
to be entirely new investment. On water lupplies, 5 per cent 
was deducted from gross capital formation to allow for replacement 
work. while drainage was treated as entirely new investment. 
Fencing is a difficult case. Most fencing materials 
are used for repairs and a certain amount of up-grading of existing 
fences, and the new investment component of such expenditure is 
difficult to isolate. The bulk of new fencing is, of course, 
included with the estimates of expenditure on the development of 
virgin land. The fairly arbitrary decision was made to allocate 
75 per cent of the balance of fencing expenditure to replacement 
and only 25 per cent to new investment. 
Farm buildings (apart from houses) are a clear -cut case, 
and can be regarded as new investment throughout as the granting 
of a building permit indicates major alterations or new building. 
Many farm houses, however, are built to replace existing houses, 
and cannot be regarded as net investment. For the purposes of 
these estimates, it is assumed that 50 per cent of such expenditure 
is replacement expenditure and 50 per cent is new investment. 
Individual series on net capital formation are not printed 
in this Report but are available on request. Total net capital 
formation in current prices in all farm improvements is given 
in Table XIV. Net capital formation in constant prices for land 
and buildings can be derived from Table XV, showing Capital Stock 
at 1949/50 prices. 
Net capital investment in tractors is derived from the 
change in stock of agricultural tractors (recorded every year in 
Farm Production Statistics). This calculation is carried out 
at 1949/50 prices and the change in stock re£lated with the 
appropriate price index to obtain net investment in current prices. 
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Replacement expenditure on tractors is calculated as the difference 
between graB s and net investrnent. Some aspects of this calculation 
are discus sed shortly and are illustrated in Table XVII. 
Net investment in trucks on farms is derived from the change 
in stock calculated for the gross investment series. This series was 
calculated in 1949/50 prices, and the definition of net investment 
assumes that o~ly additions to the national stock of farm trucks 
contribute to net capital formation. The true replacement rate 
of trucks is of course unknown and the gross capital formation 
calculation could only be achieved by assuming the replacement 
rate was 10 per cent throughout the period from 1946 to 1967. 
The information on the stock of farm machinery is even 
more limited, with the only reasonably complete inventory being 
the 1950 World Census of Agriculture. A proxy estimate of the 
1960 stock of farm machinery was obtained by taking a group of 
items which occurred in both the 1950 and the 1960 Censuses. In 
1950, this group, which included electric motors, milking plants, 
cream separators, shearing plants, pick-up balers, side-rakes 
and headers, was valued at $21. 3 million out of a total stock 
estimate of $62.1 million at 1949/50 prices. The value of the 
1960 stock was $27.2 million or 27.3 per cent greater. This 
ratio was then used to estimate the total stock value at 1949/50 
prices for 1960. 
Since gross investment in machinery was known with 
reasonable accuracy, it was possible to estimate the implicit 
rate of replacement of farm machinery between 1950 and 1960 with 
the above data. This turned out to be 7i per cent per annum. 
Net investment for the whole period was therefore calculated 
allowing 7i per cent replacement of stock every year, the 
remainder of gross investment being new additions to stock. 
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Total net capital formation in plant and machinery in 
current prices is shown in Table XIV. Ne; capital formation in 
constant pr ices can be derived from Table XV. 
Total net capital formation in the sector also includes 
investment in livestock. Gross capital formation in livestock 
is not calculated as this would require further detailed investigation 
of stock age structure and the like to determine the proportion 
actually replaced every year. But since the total count of 
livestock is known for every year, it is a relatively simple matter 
to determine the net addition to stock each year. This addition 
is equivalent to net investment as defined throughout this report. 
Net investment in livestock at 1949/50 prices is. calculated 
in Table XV, Research Report No. 59, and the assumption is made 
that the opportunity-cost price of such livestock increases is 
current product prices. The series shown in Table XV, No. 59, 
is therefore reflated with the product price index from Table III 
in Research Report No. 59 to obtain net investment in livest()ck 
at current prices. The result of this calculation is shown in 
Table XIV of the present report. 
The level of total net investment in agriculture at current 
prices is shown in the last column of Table XIV. Total net .invest-
ment in 1949/50 prices can be derived from the stock series in 
Table XV. 
TOTAL CAPITAL STOCK 
The basic method of approach to measuring the capital 
stock was to obtain a base year inventory of all assets in a 
particular group, such as farm improvements. and to value these 
as sets at their replacement cost at constant prices. The time 
series of each group was then calculated by adding or subtracting 
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the appropriate estimate of net capita.l formation in each year 0 
The base year for land and buildings was 1966/67 and the 
inventory of as sets was taken from Farm Production Statistics. 
Each category of "land improvements" was valued at the 1966/67 
replacement cost as used in the estimates on gross capital formation. 
It should be noted that such a calculation is only an approximation 
to the "true" value of the asset at anyone time, owing to the lack 
of detail on many aspects, especially in relation to pasture quality. 
But given an "order of magnitude" estimate of the stock for one year, 
a reasonably accurate and consistent time series can be estimated 
from. the net capital formation data which is highly useful for policy 
purposes and further analysis. 
Pastures, lucerne, orchards, plantations and irrigation 
works are valued at the unit costs of development discussed 
earlier. Arable land is given a unit capital cost based on 
fencing and water supply requirements only. Extensive land, not 
sown to improved pasture, is valued at a fencing cost alone of 
half that of arable land. Farm buildings are as sumed to be 
valued at $15,900 per farm.. which may be compared with valuations 
for 1966/67 for Economic Service farm categories of $11,872 for 
~:< 
3N to $18,220 for 1 and 2S. Air strips, drainage works, and 
water supplies constructed since 1945 are included at their 
cumulative cost. The separate items are as follows. 
>:< 
New Zealand Meat & Wool Boards' Economic Service, Sheep 
Farm Survey 1966/67, Publication No. 1443, 1968.· 
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Pasture 20,133,000 acs at $ 61.50 $1238.2 
. Lucerne 179,044 11 11 19.20 3.4 
Orchard 24,240 11 II 200.00 4.8 
Plantation 1,061,800 II II 40.00 42.5 
Arable land improvements 1,234,300 II ,I 16.50 20.4 
Extens i ve land 11 13,000,000 11 11 8.25 107.3 
Irrigation works 204,597 II II 20.00 4.1 
Undeveloped 7,000,000 II ,I 
42, 836,981 II 1420.7 
Air strips, drainage and other water supplies 73.1 
Building, 76,000 at $15900 1206.0 
Grand Total $2699.8 
The price index for all land and buildings replacement costs 
is based on a weighted average of fertiliser. fuel, building, fencing. 
plant and wage price indices as given in Research Re1?ort No. 59, 
pages 54-55. Thus in terms of constant 1949/50 prices the above 
inventory value of land and buildings is $1476.1 million. From this 
base year estimate of the stock for 1966/67, the time series of the 
stock back to 1945/46 is derived by deducting net capital formation 
at constant prices. The resulting estimate is shown in the first 
column of Table XV. 
The base year for plant and machinery is 1949/50, and is 
taken direct from Research Report No. 59. The value of all plant 
as sets on farms is there estimated to be $102. 6 million in 1949/50 
prices and at depreciated replacement cost. As already discus sed, 
a full inventory of plant was included in the 1950 World Census of 
Agriculture, and .very few items appear to have been excluded. 
m. 
m. 
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The resulting estirnates of the tirne series of capital stock in 
plant and rnachinery on farrns is shown in the second colurnn of 
Table XV. 
The inventory of nurnbers of livestock on New Zealand 
farrns is estirnated every year by the Statistics Departrnent and the 
Departrnent of Agriculture, and this stock is valued at 1949/50 
prices, as in Research Report No. 59, to obtain the third colurnn 
in Table XV. 
The estirnates of the total stock of capital on a replace-
ment cost basis, and at constant prices, for New Zealand agri-
culture since 1945, are shown in the last column of Table XV. It 
should be noted that each yearly estimate is dated 31 st March, the 
last day of the production year. In terms of constant prices, this 
becomes the stock at the beginning of the following production 
year without further adjustrnent. 
In converting the estirnates in Table XV to current prices, 
the procedure outlined on page 3 of this Report rnust be followe4., 
The capital stock at March 31 st, referred to in the paragraph above, 
can be expressed in current prices as, 
P K 1 = P K - P D + P GI 
t t+ t t t t t t 
Thus as at 31 st March, the end of year stock is still valued in 
terrns of the prices operating in year t. To obtain the current 
" price stock in the following year, as at 1 st April, the stock at 
31 March must be revalued according to any changes ,in prices 
which have taken place between t and HI. Thus, 
P 
P K --.-!±.!. = P K 
," t t+ 1 P t t+ 1 ttl 
In effect, the stock is revalued overnight to the level of prices 
which is going to prevail in the oncorning production year. 
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The results of this revaluation 0:" the constant price 
capital stock in Table XV are shown in Table XVI. The improvements 
price index is used for land and buildings. the imported plant price 
index is used for plant and machinery, and product prices are used 
for livestock. It should therefore be noted that there will not be 
an exact agreement between net capital formation in current 
prices in Table XIV and the change in stock in current prices 
in Table XVI, as the aggregate price indices used in Table XVI 
are not perfect aggregations of each individual price index 
used in Table XIV. Broadly speaking, in 1966/67 there was a 
2.8 per cent increase in improvements prices, a 7.4 per cent 
increase in plant prices and a 8.0 per cent decrease in livestock 
prices, giving a net or weighted increase in the overall price 
of capital of 1.1 per cent. 
The identity can then be shown that total capital stock 
as at 1 April in 1965 at current prices, plus net capital formation 
at current prices in 1965/66, is equal to total capital stock as 
at 1 April 1966, if the end of year stock is revalued by the change 
in prices. Thus, from Tables XIV and XVI, 
(3547.3 + 93.7.' = ~J6,4L;Q) 
p 
P65K 66· ~ = P 66K66 
P 65 
(3641. 0 x.1. 0115 = :'3683 ~:1;) 
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IMPLICIT DEPRECIATION RA rES ON PLANT 
The definition of depreciation used in this Report has 
followed a replacement concept of capital. Direct estimation 
has been employed wherever possible, and constant rates of 
depreciation based on the dinii'nishing value principle largely 
avoided. In the case of farm tractors, the replacement rate 
can be derived from the data available by difference. This 
concept of depreciation thus allows a variable rate of replacement 
of tractors to be calculated, which appears to be more in keeping 
with actual disposal of old machinery by farmers. In times of 
prosperity, older tractors are finally abandoned or scrapped or 
otherwise disposed ::)f, and farmers do not bother to include them 
in their statistical returns. 
Table XVII shows the value of the capital stock of tractors 
in 1949/50 prices derived from the above statistical returns. 
Given gros s capital formation in tractors at constant prices, 
the second column of Table XVII can be derived which shows 
the value of tractors required as replacements to stock. The 
third column shows this as a percentage of stock. Overall, the 
replacement rate works out at nearly 10 per cent but marked 
variations in this rate have occurred in the period, mainly 
as sociated with cycles of farm prosperity since the war. 
The remaining columns of Table XVII show the same 
calculation for the stock of plant and machinery as a whole. It 
should be remembered here that 7i. per cent replacement for 
machinery and 10 per cent replacement for farm trucks has already 
been as sumed in these figures. Overall, the replacement rate 
is now an average of nearly 9 per cent, with cyclic variations 
as before. 
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THE MARKET VALUE OF CAPITAL IN LAND AND BUILDINGS 
Market value is given the m.eaning in this Report as the 
exchange value of assets in a freely functioning m.arket. Buyers 
of such assets presumably have certain ideas about the future 
productive worth and other utilities to be derived from such 
assets and value them. accordingly. Such a value can be obtained 
for the land and buildings component of the capital stock discus sed 
in previous paragraphs, as a freem.arket in freehold rural land 
operates throughout in New Zealand. This final section therefore 
describes the method used to obtain such an estim.ate of market 
value of the capital stock and the resulting estim.ates are set 
out in Table XVIII. 
The majority of transactions in land in the country are 
for rural freehold properties, but a few leasehold properties 
are also transferred each year, The price or consideration 
involved in the latter transactions is the goodwill and value of 
improvem.ents on a property and does not represent the overall 
market value of the whole property. These transactions are 
therefore discarded in the following analysis and the assumption 
m.ade that leasehold properties will tend to have the same market 
value as corresponding fl;'eehold properties of the sam.e size, 
The basis of the method em.ployed is to estimate market 
value per acre from. sales of freehold farm.s for each of six 
size groups of farms. These representative m.arket values per 
acre within size groups are then-m.ultipUed by the number of 
acres in the national farm found within each size group. This 
latter information is derived m.ainly from the 1960 Census of 
Agriculture. 
The 1960 Census did not cover holdings less than. 1 0 acres 
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in size, and since land sales records do include such holdings, 
a correction to the 1960 data is required, From the 1950 
Census of Agriculture it was found that 56,000 acres was held 
in holdings of less than 10 acres; this was rounded to 50,000 
acres and assumed to be the appropriate area in such holdings 
in 1960. 
The largest size group used for land sales and transfer 
statistics is for properties of 500 acres and over. The average 
area of all such holdings sold in any giv.en year varies considerably, 
and this has a disturbing influence on the average price per 
acre in each year. To correct for this type of variation, the 
relationship between size of property and price per acre was 
* investigated for allnoperty sales over 500 acres in 1968/69. 
The following equation was found to fit the data very well: 
log Y ::: 9.119 - O. 8299 log X 
(0.076) 
2 
r = 0.64 N = 463 
t :::10.91 
Y = Price per acre 
X = Acres per transaction 
This result indicates that when larger than average 
properties are sold, the average price per a~re paid falls and 
vice -versa. The result can be used to adjust the raw data, in 
turn, so as to bring all the yearly averages of price per acre, 
for this group, to a common mean acreage. 
* This information was kindly supplied by the Statistics Dept. 
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Let X ;:: the mean acreage of all properties in the national 
farm over 500 acres, 
;:: the observed mean acreage of 'cransfers over 500 acres 
in year t, 
;:: the mean price per acre of transfers over 500 acres 
in year t. 
* Then the adjusted mean price per acre, Y
t 
' is given 
by the formula, 
* log Y
t 
;:: log Y
t 
- b (log X - log Y
t
) 
In 1968/69, 
Y
t 
;:: $28.8, log Y t = 1. 4594 
- -
X = 2200 acres, log X = 3.3424 
X
t 
;:: 1657 acres, log X
t
;:: 3.2193 
* log Y 69;:: 1.4594 - 0.8299 (3.3424 - 3.2193) 
= 1.4594 0.1022 
;:: 1. 3572 
* Y q9;:: $22.76 per acre. 
! 
In effect, $28.8 per acre was paid on average for all 
properties over 500 acres ~Jn1968/ 69 when the mean acreage was 
1657 acres. If the mean acreage had been 2200 acres, then it 
is estimated that the price per acre would have been $22. 76. 
This figure is now used with average prices for the 
other 5 size groups to get a weighted national market value of 
land and buildings. The following data shows details of the 
calculation for 1968/69: 
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Size Consideration Acres in Total 
Group 2er acre National Cons idera tion 
(acres) FarITl 
$ $ 
0 - 29 1238.20 180,800 223,866 the 
30 - 49 418.20 168,900 70,633 
50 - 99 315.20 918,606 289,543 
100 -249 189.22 3,796,400 718,354 
250 -499 107.20 4,814,900 516,157 
500 and over 22.76 34,189,200 778,146 
44,068,800 $2,596,699 
Consideration per acre 2,596,699,000 ::: 44,068,000 
::: $58.92 
The neces sary inforITlation to ITlake the above calculation 
is only available since 1953/54, and the resulting estiITlates of the 
ITlarket value of the capital stock in land and buildings in current 
prices and in per acre terITlS are shown in Table XVllI. 
It should be understood that this ITlarket value estiITlate 
of capital eITlp10yed in land and buildings is not cOITlparab1e with 
the replacement cost estiITlate of farITl iITlprovements in the 
agricultural sector. In particular, no account is taken in the 
latter estiITlate of the residual or uniITlproved Ilva1ue" of land. 
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TABLE I 
Gross Capital Formation in Virgin Land 
Area 1966/67 Price Current 1949/50 
Sown Costs Index Cost Cost 
(acs) ($000) ('49/50=1000) ($000) ($000) 
1945-46 36697" ,2316 742 1012 1364 
1946-47 
~., 
40000 2537 784 1172 1495 
1947-48 44274 2586 885 1347 1522 
1948-49 36680 2409 998 1416 1419 
1949-50 45201 3433 . 1000 2022 2022 
1950 -51 81461 4815 1058 3000 2836 
1951-52 70658 4317 1241 3156 2543 
1952 -53 69084 5272 1290 4007 3106 
1953-54 125914 8249 1287 6253 4859 
1954-55 153959-<- 9217 1350 7328 5428 
1955-56 140000 
'0' 
8039 14.1 1 6680 4734 
1956-57 108293 6556 1382 5337 3862 
1957-58 102508 6481 1419 5418 3818 
1958-59 112325 7046 1436 5961 4151 
1959 -60 120002 7682 1453 6576 4526 
1960-61 136792 8826 1474 7661 5197 
1961 -62 159773 9326 1508 8281 5491 
1962 -63 132010 7957 1499 7026 4687 
1963 -64 123026 8074 1520 7226 4754 
1964-65 151252 9281 1540 8418 5466 
1965-66 150095 10413 1616 9913 6134. 
1966-67 215747 13141 1700 13141 7730 
Assumed 
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TABLE II 
Gross Ca}2ita1 Form.ation in Pasture 
(excluding lucerne) 
Area 1966/67 Price Current . 1949/50 
Sown Costs Index Cost Cost 
(acs) ($000) ('49/50=1000) ($000) ($000) 
1945-46 441609,.~ 6324 786 3339 4248 
1946-47 482188 6905 786 3646 4639 
1947-48 520190 7449 887 4432 ' 4997 
1948-49 570355 8167 1018 5578 5479 
1949-50 52675q 7543 1000 5061 5061 
1950-51 583251 8352 1019 5737 5630 
1951 -52 544196 7792 1113 5812 5222 
1952 -53 643787 9219 1147 7098 6188 
1953-54 625603 8958 1220 7336 6013 
1954-55 656587", 9402 1264 7972 6307 
1955-56 660186'" 9454 1335 8461 6338 
1956-57 679764 9734 1240 8098 6531 
1957-58 684877 9807 1283 8444 6581 
1958-59 671574 9617 1323 8530 6447 
1959-60 635185 9096 1334 8141 6103 
1960-61 594354 8511 1328 7583 5710 
1961 -62 612178 8766 1376 8091 5880 
1962 -63 599211 8581 1343 7731 5757 
1963-64 610034 8735 1375 8062 5863 
1964-65 672046 9623 1380 8911 6457 
1965-66 583651 8358 1411 7915 5609 
1966-67 620551 8886 1490 8886 5964 
.... ,,. 
Assum.ed 
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TABLE III 
Gross Capital Formation in Lucerne 
>:~ 
1966/67 1949/50 Area Price Current 
Sown Costs Index Cost Cost 
(acs) ($.0,.001' ('49/50=1000) ($000) ($000) 
1945-46 1461 28 788 15 19 
1946-47 7812 150 779 80 103 
1947-48 10577 203 875 122 139 
1948-49 7928 152 994 104 105 
1949-50 11915 229 1000 157 157 
1950-51 24178 464 1016 324 319 
1951 -52 17996 345 1086 258 237 
1952-53 21538 413 1148 326 285 
1953-54 2605 50 1254 44 35 
1954-55 12547 241 1310 217 165 
1955-56 29814 572 1414 556 393 
1956-57 30611 588 1224 494 .404 
1957-58 18598 357 1274 313 246 
1958-59 4531 87 1316 78 59 
1959 -60 18242 350 1331 320 240 
1960-61 34007 653 1313 589 448 
1961 -62 3404 65 1385 62 45 
1962 -63 32597 626 1305 561 430 
1963-64 22529 432 1343 398 297 
1964-65 16597 319 1352 296 219 
1965-66 53130 1020 1367 958 701 
1966 -67 19916 382 1453 382 263 
),'< 
See text. 
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TABLE IV 
Gross CaEital Formation in Plantations 
(excluding shelter belts of Ie s s than 3 rows) 
..., 
'l' 1966/67 Price Current 1949/50 Area 
Planted Costs Index Cost Cost 
(acs) ($000) (149/50=1000) ($000) ($000) 
1945 -46 578 23 736 10 14 
1946-47 12664 506 814 232 285 
1947-48 13449 538 855 261 305 
1948 -49 21792 871 950 471 495 
1949-50 35521 1421 1000 808 808 
1950 -51 5066 203 1087 125 115 
1951-52 35592 1424 1240 1003 808 
1952 -53 35747 1430 1340 1089 812 
1953-54 31132 1245 1390 983 708 
1954-55 8712 348 1487 295 198 
1955-56 9571 383 1521 331 218 
1956-57 10357 414 1521 358 236 
1957-58 7229 289 1584 261 165 
1958-59 32573 1303 1582 1172 747 
1959-60 39915 1597 1590 1448 910 
1960-61 12784 511 1646 478 290 
1961 -62 72030 2881 1664 2725 1637 
1962-63 53329 2133 1667 2026 1215 
1963 -64 37979 1519 1671 1443 864 
1964-65 15092 604 1691 581 343 
1965-66 43776 1751 1756 1748 995 
1966-67 28546 1142 1759 1142 649 
* See text. 
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TABLE V 
Gross CaQital Formation in Orchards & Small Fruits 
(excluding nurseries and market gardens) 
,:~ 
1966/67 1949/50 Area Price Current 
Planted Costs Index Cost Cost 
(acs) ($000) ('49/50=1000) ($000) ($000) 
1945-46 285 57 723 20 27 
1946-47 460 92 838 36 43 
1947-48 830 166 867 68 78 
1948-49 730 146 969 67 69 
1949-50 1410 282 1000 133 133 
1950-51 950 190 1083 97 89 
1951 -52 920 184 1249 108 86 
1952 -53 1020 204 1399 134 96 
1953-54 1270 254 1307 156 119 
1954 -55 1250 250 1409 166 117 
1955-56 1260 252 1455 J. 72 118 
1956-57 1300 260 1552 190 122 
1957-58 285 57 1625 43 27 
1958 -59 285 57 1598 43 27 
1959-60 285 57 1644 45 27 
1960 -61 285 57 1668 45 27 
1961 -62 940 188 1696 _150 88 
1962 -63 1410 242 1798 204 114 
1963-64 1080 216 1849 187 101 
1964 -65 285 57 1801 48 27 
1965 -66 2760 552 2007 522 260 
1966-67 1280 256 2126 256 120 
>!:: 
See text. 
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TABLE VI 
Gross Capital Formation in Irrigation Works 
,'-
-,' 
1966/67 Price Current 1949/50 Area 
Constructed Cos:ts Index Cost Cost 
(acs) ($000) ('49/50=1000) .($000 ) ($000) 
... 1 ...... 1 .. 
'1"",,,, 
1945-46 2500",,"- 50 723 17 24 
1946-47 2500 
......... , ... 
50 838 19 24 
1947-48 4770 95 867 38 45 
1948-49 8580 171 969 78 80 
1949-50 14920 298 1000 140 140 
1950-51 3560 71 1083 36 33 
1951-52 3760 75 1249 44 35 
1952-53 13320 266 1399 176 126 
1953-54 13580 271 1307 167 128 
1954-55 13830 276 1409 183 130 
1955-56 14090 281 1455 192 132 
1956-57 14350 287 1552 209 135 
1957-58 5850 117 1625 89 55 
1958-59 6310 126 1598 95 59 
1959-60 17420 348 1644 270 165 
1960-61 17750 355 1668 278 166 
1961-62 22867 457 1696 364 215 
1962-63 11620 232 1798 197 110 
1963-64 11920 238 1849 207 112 
1964-65 12650 252 1801 213 118 
1965-66 5200 104 2007 98 49 
1966-67 5100 102 2126 102 48 
-'-
,"' 
See text 
':< ,!:: 
Assumed 
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TABLE VII 
Gross Capital Forlllation in Landing Strips 
* NUlllber 1966/67 Price Current 
Constructed Costs Index Cost 
($000) ('49/50=1000) ($000) 
1949-50 416 416 1000 191 
1950-51 417 417 1084 207 
1951 -52 833 833 1237 472 
1952-53 834 833 1316 503 
1953 -54 715 715 1364 447 
1954-55 1423 1423 1472 960 
1955-56 1783 1783 1520 1242 
1956-57 154 154 1612 114 
1957 -58 356 356 1646 268 
1958-59 100 100 1653 76 
1959-60 100 100 1687 78 
1960 -61 100 100 1756 81 
1961 -62 100 100 1786 82 
1962-63 200 500 1862 427 
1963-64· 354 885 1909 775 
1964-65 554 1384 1943 1232 
1965-66 216 540 2088 517 
1966-67 130 335 2181 335 
,,-
-,-
See text. 
1949/50 
Cost 
($000) 
191 
191 
382 
382 
328 
652 
817 
71 
163 
46 
46 
46 
46 
229 
406 
643 
248 
154 
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TABLE VIII 
Gross Ca:eita1 Form.ation in Tanks! Troughs! Drains 
and Fencing {excluding deve1o:em.ent fencing) 
Current Ex:eenditure{$OOO) >,'< Price Index Expenditure at 
Tanks Drains Fencing ('49/50=1000) '49/50 Prices(~OOO) 
1945-46 93 330 1138 784 1992 
1946-47 102 379 1120 888 1803 
1947-48 150 469 1201 897 2029 
1948-49 191 536 2629 988 3397 
1949 -50 233 604 4514 1000 5351 
1950 -51 228 576 5108 1098 5384 
1951 -52 388 800 6106 1338 5451 
1952-53 562 924 7511 1429 6296 
1953-54 588 1215 5852 1333 5743 
1954-55 675 1368 7863 1415 7000 
1955-56 987 1492 11 093 1466 9258 
1956-57 1065 1517 10476 1496 8729 
1957-58 975 1713 11909 1538 9491 
1958-59 956 1656 10180 1555 8226 
1959-60 1134 1760 9559 1577 7895 
1960-61 1477 1878 11883 1632 9338 
1961 -62 1683 1925 11372 1671 8965 
1962 -63 1643 1883 10747 1648 8661 
1963 -64 2003 2032 12696 1648 10152 
1964-65 2401 2287 14454 1697 11280 
1965-66 2406 2733 13777 1802 10498 
1966-67 2342 3010 11075 1822 9016 
* See text. 
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TABLE IX 
Gros s Capital Formation in Farm Buildings 
* Current Expenditure Price Index Expenditure at '49/50 
($000) ('49/50=1000) Prices ($000) 
1945-46 3061 900 3401 
1946-47 4568 907 5036 
1947-48 6409 906 7074 
1948-49 7987 964 8285 
1949-50 10013 1000 10013 
1950-51 11705 1072 10919 
1951-52 13715 1221 11233 
1952 -53 15072 1330 11332 
1953 -54 16646 1375 12106 
1954-55 19791 1414 13996 
1955-56 21687 1456 1.4895 
1956-57 22316 1494 14937 
1957-58 24026 1561 15391 
1958-59 23595 1577 14962 
1959-60 23128 1612 14347 
1960 -61 25653 1663 15426 
1961 -62 26864 1692 15877 
1962 -63 29896 1727 17311 
1963 -64 27575 1756 15703 
1964-65 29531 1814 16279 
1965 -66 35302 1903 18551 
1966-67 40066 1952 20526 
';< 
See text. 
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TABLE X 
Gross Capital Formation in Farm Tractors 
* Expenditure at '49/50 Current Expenditure Price Index 
($000) ( , 4 9 / 5 0 =1 000) Prices ($000) 
1945-46 2127 717 2962 
1946-47 2434 867 2807 
1947-48 3107 922 3370 
1948-49 4005 991 4042 
1949-50 5725 1000 5725 
1950-51 8347 1079 7735 
1951 -52 12103 1287 9405 
1952 -53 12601 1491 8452 
1953-54 11657 1328 8772 
1954-55 13287 1449 9170 
1955-56 12160 1510 8053 
1956-57 9998 1566 6384 
1957-58 1 Q'q49 1698 6272 
1958-59 9022 1732 5209 
1959-60 7008 1767 3966 
1960-61 9399 1789 5259 
1961 -62 10485 1843 5689 
1962-63 10708 1874 5713 
1963-64 15052 1939 7762 
1964-65 17595 1949 9028 
1965-66 23051 2083 11 062 
1966-67 24638 2181 11293 
,t. 
',' 
See text. 
1945-46 
1946 -47 
1947-48 
1948-49 
1949-50 
1950 -51 
1951 -52 
1952-53 
1953 -54 
1954 -55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 
1961 -62 
1962 -63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
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TABLE XI 
Gross Capital Fonnation in FarITl Trucks 
,', 
Current Expenditure'" Price Index 
($000) ('49/50=1000) 
1119 723 
1591 838 
1940 867 
2435 969 
2428 1000 
2659 1083 
4154 1249 
3427 1399 
1896 1307 
2925 1409 
3841 1455 
1229 1552 
1984 1625 
1975 1598 
1843 1644 
2402 1668 
3144 1696 
2545 1798 
3193 1849 
2393 1801 
4170 2007 
2277 2126 
* See text. 
Expenditure at '49/50 
Prices ($000) 
1548 
1898 
2238 
2513 
2428 
2456 
3326 
2450 
1451 
2076 
2640 
792 
1221 
1236 
1121 
1440 
1854 
1416 
1727 
1329 
2078 
1071 
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TABLE XII 
Gross CaQita1 Fonnation in Farm. Machinery 
>.'< 
Current Expenditure Price Indices Expend"itureat 
. ~ 949/50 Prices 
Im.ports Local Im.ports . _ Local Im.ports Local 
($000) ($000) (1949/50=1000) ($000) ($000 ) 
1945-46 629 1434 627 796 1003 1804 
1946-47 725 2166 748 845 1051 2563 
1947-48 1306 2152 794 861 1676 2502 
1948-49 1761 2438 924 966 2066 2522 
1949-50 2085 4254 1000 1000 2156 4248 
1950-51 2874 3606 1098 1078 2863 3345 
1951-52 2998 5032 1153 1205 2673 4178 
1952-53 4028 5614 1298 1348 3232 4163 
1953-54 4682 5950 1234 1322 3686 4500 
1954-55 3923 5920 1348 1360 3045 4354 
1955 -56 4052 6010 1396 1413 2950 4253 
1956..,57 4621 5854 1562 1520 3120 3852 
1957"58 5400 6126 1568 1556 3450 3941 
1958-59 5088 5602 1504 1537 3305 3642 
1959-60 3509 6200 1539 1562 2312 3971 
1960-61 3194 8106 1553 1584 2063 5120 
1961 -62 3827 8128 1583 1602 2440 5072 
1962 -63 3365 7722 1781 1694 2027 4556 
1963-64 2805 5584 1672 1684 1778 3316 
1964-65 3498 3022 1826 1757 1991 1719 
1965-66 5795 2778 1851 1791 3151 1552 
1966 -67 5469 2406 1919 1849 2921 1301 
>.'< 
See text. 
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TABLE XIII 
Total Gross CaEita1 Formation in New Zealand 
Agriculture 1946 -67 at Current Prices 
·.P1ant Buildings Improvements Total 
($m) ($m. ) ($m) ($m) 
1945-46 5.309 3.061 5.974 14.344 
1946-47 6.916 4.568 6.786 18.270 
1947-48 8.505 6.409 8.088 23.002 
1948-49 10.639 7.987 11.070 29.696 
1949-50 14.492 10. 013 13.863 38:368 
1950 -51 17.486 11. 705 15.438 44.629 
1951 -52 24.287 13.715 .18.147 56.149 
1952 -53 25.670 15.072 22.330 .63.072 
1953-54 24.185 16. 646 . 23.041 63.872 
1954~55 26.055 19. 791 27.027 72.873 
1955-56 26.063 21.687 31.206 78.956 
1956-57 21.702 22.316 27.858 71.876 
1957-58 24.159 24.026 29.433 77.618 
1958-59 21.687 23.595 28.747 74.029 
1959-60 18.560 23.128 29.331 71. 019 
1960 -61 23. 101 25.653 31.953 80.707 
1961-62 25.584 26.864 34.735 87.183 
1962-63 24.340 29.896 32.445 86.681 
1963 -64 26.634 27.575 35.029 89.238 
1964-65 26.508 29.531 38.841 94.880 
1965 -66 35.794 35.302 40.587 111.683 
1966-67 34.790 40.066 40.671 115.527 
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TABLE XIV 
Net Capital Formation in Current Prices 
Land and 
Buildings Plant Livestock Total 
($m) ($m) ($m) ($m) 
1945-46 4.216 - 0.101 - 0.737 3.378 
1946-47 5.837 1.652 - 2.860 4.629 
1947-.48 7.639 2.410 1. 204 11. 253 
1948-49 9.634 4.425 1.670 15. 729 
1949-50 12.704 8.619 11.902 33.225 
1950-51 14.299 7.093 12.491 33.883 
. 195:1-52 17.485 9.749 6.565 33.799 
1952-53 20.502 11.353 17.758 49.613 
1953-54 23.316 6.638 25.224 55.178 
1954-55 27.219 10.046 13.987 51.252 
1955-56 29.936 8.322 12.429 50.687 
1956-57 28.275 6.090 9.979 44.344 
1957-58 29.697 ~4. 1 54 24.214 58.065 
1958-59 29.898 3.038 8.845 41.781 
1959-60 30.538 "3.457 ,2:.199 36.194 
1960-61 33.520 4.620 25.327 63.467 
1961-62 37.349 6 .. 976 8.789 53.114 
1962 -63 40.279 1.470 11. 561 53.310 
1963-64 39.207 0.335 8.006 47.548 
1964-65 42.248 - 0.730 21.427 62.945 
1965-66 49.176 1.118 43.450 93.744 
1966-67 54.311 - 3.111 39.015 90.215 
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TABLE XV 
Capital Stock at 1949/50 Prices * 
Land and 
31 March Buildings Plant Livestock Total 
($m) ($m) ($m) ($m) 
1945 1080.0 84.6 311. 2 1475.8 
1946 1085.2 84.6 309.9 1479.7 
1947 1092.0 86.6 305.7 1484.3 
1948 11 00.5 89.4 307.2 1497.1 
1949 III 0.4 93.9 309.2 1513.5 
1950 1123.1 102.6 321.1 1546.8 
1951 1136.5 109.1 329.1 1574.7 
1952 1150.7 117.0 334.7 1602.4 
1953 1166.2 125.2 348.1 1639.5 
1954 1183.7 130.2 366.3 1680.2 
1955 1203.3 137.4 376.3 1717.0 
1956 1224.1 143.2 385.5 1652. 8 
1957 1243.8 147.2 392.2 1783.2 
1958 1263.5 149.8 410.5 1823.8 
1959 1283.1 151. 7 417. 7 1852.5 
1960 1302.8 153.8 419.4 1876.0 
1961 1323.9 156.7 439.6 1920.2 
1962 1346.8 160.9 447.0 1954.7 
1963 1371. 2 161. 7 456.3 1989.2 
1964 1394.7 161.8 461.9 2018,4 
1965 1419.3 161.4 477.1 2057.8 
1966 1446.7 161.8 507.2 2115.7 
1967 1476.1 160.1 536.2 2172.4 
>:< 
See text. 
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TABLE XVI 
* Capital Stock in Current Prices 
Land and 
1 April Buildings Plant Livestock Total 
($rn) ($rn) ($rn) ($rn) 
1945 888.8 68.2 187.6 1144.6 
1946 932.1 72.3 208.9 1213.3 
1947 982.8 76.7 246.3 1305.8 
1948 .1084.0 85.2 258.6 1427.8 
1949 III 0.4 93.9 309.1 1513.4 
1950 1205.1 111.2 498.9 1815.2 
1951 1433. I 134.9 383.1 1951. I 
1952 1539.6 153.9 445.2 2138.7 
1953 1553.4 170. 7 482.8 2206.9 
1954 1629.9 19l. 7 513.2 2334.8 
1955 1703.8 208.9 508.3 2421.0 
1956 1774.9 230.8 568.6 2574.3 
1957 1870.6 242.2 521.3 2634.1 
1958 1923.0 247.6 499.5 2670. I 
1959 1986.2 255.9 554.7 2796.8 
1960 2064.9 270.2 525,.1 2860.2 
1961 2127.5 279.8 524.0 2931.3 
1962 2196.6 299.6 556.5 3052.7 
1963 2258.3 308.7 641.1 3208.1 
1964 2352.8 314.4 655.5 3322.7 
1965 2523.5 336.9 686.9 3547.3 
1966 2646.0 352.8 684.3 3683. I 
* See text. 
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TABLE. XVII 
ITIlj2licit Dej2reciation Rates on Plant 
($TIl, 1949/50 Prices) 
.,-
-,-
Tractor Tractor Rej21acement Total Plant Rej21acement 
Stock Amount Per Cent Amount Per Cent 
---
1945 -46 13.300 2.197 16.5 7.4:06 8.7 
1946-47 14.065 1.162 8.3 6.741 7.9 
1947-48 15.710 1.686 10.7 7.290 8.4 
1948 -49 17.394 1.054 6.1 6.919 7.7 
1949-50 20.382 0.J.76 0.9 6.262 6.7 
1950 -51 25.931 3.732 14.4 10.511 10.2 
1951-5Z 29,934 5.377 18.0 12.980 11. 9 
1952-53 33.962 3.431 10.1 11 . 334 9.7 
1953-54 38.983 6.450 16.5 i 3.361 10.7 
1954-·55 41.305 4.332 10.5 12.336 9. S 
1955-56 46.143 4.830 10.5 12.759 9.3 
1956-57 49.366 2.687 5.4 10.659 7.4 
1957-58 53.063 4.755 8.9 12.845 8.7 
1958-·59 54.580 3.878 7.1 11 , 792 7.9 
1959 -60 55.911 1.646 2.9 9.498 6.3 
1960 -61 58 .. 231 3.475 6.0 11. 349 7.4 
1961 -62 60.015 3.210 5.3 11.258 7.2 
1962 -63 62.494 5.085 8.1 13.218 8.2 
1963-64 63.122 6.703 10.6 15.022 9.3 
1964-65 64.181 6.805 10.6 15.032 9.3 
1965-66 66.404 9.901 14.9 18.299 11. 3 
1966-67 67.565 10.785 16.0 19. 189 ~ 
Average 9.9 8.9 
-'--,- Total stock of plant is given in Table XV 
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TABLE XVIII 
Market Value of Capital Stock in Land and Buildings 
Gross Value per 
Nfarket Value Occupied Acre 
($m.) ($ ) 
1953 -54 1121. 4 25.44 
1954-55 1283.3 29.10 
1955-56 1359.2 30.84 
1956-57 1397.2 31.70 
1957-58 1525.9 34.62 
1958-59 1613.4 36.61 
1959-60 1629.1 36.96 
1960-61 1908.4 43.30 
1961 -62 1937.8 43.97 
1962 -63 1832.1 41. 56 
1963-64 1937.3 43.96 
1964-65 2215.8 50.28 
1965-66 2483.9 56.37 
1966-67 2549.7 57.85 
1967-68 2560.2 58.02 
1968-69 2596.7 58.92 
1969-70 2820.6 64.00 
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